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LaunchPadBuilt to address the biggest classroom issues instructors encounter, LaunchPad gives
learners everything they need to prepare for class and exams, even though offering instructors
everything they have to quickly set up a course, shape this content with their syllabus, craft
presentations and lectures, assign and assess homework, and information the progress of person
students and the class as a whole.
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Don't lease if you want an access code. I actually rented the ebook for the semester. Also good
because the page you need stays open correctly rather than falling shut if you are not keeping it
open. other instances there are entire bits of the web page that just don't arrive until I close the
book out and then reopen it. It's just $10 more and includes the ebook and the gain access to
code. It works Wasn’t expired or currently used like what may happen with other retailers or
whoever ! I actually used this edition instead of the 2nd edition I used this edition instead of the
newer 2nd edition for my Fall 2014 Developmental Psy class. The chapters will be the same as the
newer edition with the just differences being page quantities and a few pictures that were added.
Buy the 1st edition, its much cheaper and there is very little difference between this one and the 2nd
edition. It's a great textbook. Well-organized and very informative It's an excellent textbook. Well-
organized and very informative.Furthermore, I cannot find anywhere via this account where I can
petition for a refund of the kindle local rental of the book. Worth Publishers should be ashamed of
themselves... Additionally, there are key terms provided at the end of each chapter, making the
revision of the materials easier, too. After I figured that out, the code worked well. Keeps crashing
my kindle app.This is the first textbook I've actually really loved. Occasionally it doesn't turn pages
back, rather it simply repeats the same web page over and over. If you want one, obtain the
publisher's website directly. After, I lost hope. again, only happening because of this book. no other
books on my kindle app have any trouble remotely close to this. Your rental might not show every
page from the textbook. I purchased a 1 inch 3 ring binder and put the webpages in it. I rented this
book for a psychology program I took online. Once I downloaded the book, I was struggling to view
every page. This textbook is well written and the author deepens our knowledge of the concepts by
including her personal journey. Therefore, I tried to view this content via OS Google android on my
phone. Again, I was unable to view every page from the textbook. I have been so busy with work
and school that I did not need time to demand a refund. That was the life saver. Loose leaf is in fact
nicer because I could highlight and take notes in the margines even more easily than with a bound
publication. I would suggest to move with the hard duplicate rental of the book. You can return the
hard copy reserve after. Was easy to study using the queries provided at the end of each section.
Recognizing that I just had a fixed period of time (summer classes move considerably faster
compared to regular semesters), I rented the hard copy version of the textbook. To the publishers
or distributors who are scanning this message, please concern my accounts a refund for the kindle
local rental of the book. If by chance it is possible to see how many times I attempted to utilize this
kindle book, so as to it was only during the first few days after the initial local rental that I
attemptedto utilize this rental version.the content pays to and informative, but something is simply not
working. Initially I was panicked because when I was entering the code, the web site was saying it
didn't exist - but after going through the website's "help" content articles, I found out that the codes
hardly ever contain a 1 and if it looks like your's does, it's actually a lowercase L. Many thanks for
your time.Real star rating: zero. the Amazon CS representative produced the refund super easy and
quick ZERO Superstars for the E-publication: E-book version can not work on Kindle app, We had
trouble with a lot of the web pages not downloading. *****5 Stars for the Amazon rep: I tried on both
Ipad and Macbook. Thankfully, the Amazon CS representative made the refund super easy and
quick. Review for gain access to code ONLY I purchased the access code here since it's on the
subject of $20 cheaper than the publisher's website. Please, issue a refund. Useful Content, but
does not function well on Kindle app. Therefore if you are panicking like I did - just change your 1 to
an l :) GREAT textbook! I used this for a university psych course. Originally I presumed that perhaps
it was my operating-system OS X that didn't let me view each and every page of the
publication.Even if you aren't going for a class I think EVERY HUMAN should read this publication. I



have no issues with any various other books but that one specifically crashes frequently. Great
Great I had a terrible encounter with the eText / kindle version of this textbook. Otherwise, I would
have failed my course had I only relied on the kindle edition of this book. It generally does not come
with an access code to the publisher's content material (Launchpad) and Amazon won't give you
one. Had to rent due to ebook quality I bought the ebook due to my eyesight and ended up having
to lease a physical copy to simply because this is the WORST formatted book I have ever received!
Limited to some cause, theere were a couple of sections, which didn't possess any questions.
Educational textbook Textbook contained educational information regarding the field of psychology.
Moreover, thank you for mailing out the textbook regularly. Great book Got me through my course,
thank you. Now I must purchase the book yet again on the publisher's website merely to get the
gain access to code. Growth and development review The leasing book is okay except for a large
cut on the cover sheet that I am hoping not to get charged for when I come back it. Happy with
purchase Functions perfectly!The loose leaf option is amazing.
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